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Brief and objectives: 

Pier was challenged to deliver a media relations campaign to highlight the East of England 

Co-op’s Sourced Locally Fortnight, championing food from local producers, and celebrate 10 

years of its scheme. 

Objectives: 

 Achieve cut-through in local/regional media  

 Achieve a sales increase of local produce from 2016 

 Position the Co-op nationally as a thought-leader and enabling retailer through 

national and trade media coverage 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

As a regional retailer, Pier’s challenge was to ensure the Co-op had relevance and credible 

content to infiltrate wider media.  

With gender equality a key issue for the Co-op, the retailer was keen to celebrate women in 

business as it marked its 10th anniversary. Pier proposed a meaningful, image-led campaign 

to champion women as the future of British produce. 

Pier identified trends which showed a growing number of women working in agriculture. 

Piggy-backing off this existing data and an ever-increasing focus on gender equality, Pier 

devised a campaign to hero female producers, tapping straight into the zeitgeist, ensuring 

relevance for all target media. 

Working with the Co-op, we identified ten credible case studies to be the focus of our media 

relations led campaign and the subjects of a striking group portrait.  

This decision was driven by the increasing demand from the media for image rich content, 

and Pier identified the opportunity to steer our story to be the image itself, rather than as a 

complimenting asset. 



Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

Our ten case studies were all female business leaders in the region, producing food sold in 

the Sourced Locally scheme. Pier brought this inspirational group together to take part in an 

impactful professional portrait, the lynchpin of the campaign.  

After extensive research of respected portrait photographers, Pier commissioned Jenny 

Lewis, an award-winning photographer known for championing women (and mothers) in her 

work, to take a striking portrait of our case studies. Jenny was chosen to add credibility and 

weight to the project, and felt invested enough in the project to keep her fee minimal. While 

now based in London, Jenny has farming roots in the region, and was a natural fit for the 

campaign.  

With a brief to create an authentic image to be our story, Jenny was asked to bring her own 

creative interpretation and compose the portrait.  

To provide a rounded media package, we also utilised existing statistics in our press release 

such as in agriculture, 28% of the workforce are female and 25% more women than men 

enrolled onto agricultural courses. 

 

Implementation of tactics: 

To ensure authenticity and keep to a tight budget, a working farm was chosen as the 

location for the photoshoot and hair/make-up support kept natural, with participants wearing 

their own choice of clothes. With careful planning, Jenny was able to achieve our shot during 

a tricky outdoor photoshoot in just a few hours.  

To compliment the portrait, Pier undertook extensive interviews with all ten producers and 

drafted engaging case studies of each individual’s background. These profiles wove in key 

messages about their positive relationship with the Co-op, as well as their personal views, 

experiences and career challenges. Individual portraits of each case study were also 

commissioned with a local photographer to create a rounded media package.  

Pier undertook an extensive media relations campaign, reaching out to target media with our 

package, offering case study backgrounds and interview opportunities where relevant. Press 

releases for local media were tailored e.g. “Shoppers in Ipswich urged to support local 

producers in June as East of England Co-op celebrates a decade of Sourced Locally with 

iconic portrait” and national/trade versions angled more heavily towards the data and 

portrait.  

A follow-up press release was also issued announcing the success of the fortnight, focusing 

on the statistic that almost £1 million had been generated for the local economy during the 

fortnight. 

 

 

 



Measurement and evaluation:  

Achieve media cut-through in local/regional media 

Media coverage was achieved in all target regional media (including the Eastern Daily Press, 

the East Anglian Daily Times and Daily Gazette). Notably, almost all coverage was of a 

significant size, and highlights included: 

 Front page, glowing editors comment and four page feature in Essex Life magazine 

 Front page and 11 page feature in Suffolk Magazine  

 Double page spread in Suffolk Director  

 Live interviews with case studies on BBC Radio Suffolk and BBC Radio Essex 

Achieve an increase on sales of local produce from 2016 

Sales rose by 5.9% from 2016. 

Position the Co-op nationally as a thought-leader and enabling retailer through national and 

trade media coverage 

Despite Sourced Locally Fortnight clashing with several major news events (including the 

general election & terror attacks), Pier used the stunning image and credible story to secure 

several significant pieces including: 

 Mail Online story, featuring five of our case studies 

 Hero story on LandLove magazine homepage 

 Hero story on FMCG News homepage 

 Trade highlights included The Grocer, Convenience Store, Food Chain, Farmers 

Guardian, Farming UK, Food Manufacture and Speciality Food 

The coverage utilised our press material extensively, achieving our aim to position the Co-op 

as having relevance and credibility, with comments included from our spokespeople. 

Overall Pier achieved 60 pieces of significant media coverage, with a potential reach of 

240m and 100% key message penetration. 

 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

For a regional retailer battling Theresa May for column inches, Pier secured significant 

media cut-through by choosing to invest resources into an eye-catching and meaningful 

portrait, and thanks to a credible angle, negotiating a deal with an influential photographer. 

The coverage was plentiful, but critically it was of a high quality, and our client was blown 

away by the multiple-page features completely dedicated to our content.  

We smashed all of our media objectives, delivering the message to shoppers in the east of 

England to keep it local at the East of England Co-op.  



As one reader commented on a piece of our coverage: 

“Well done Ladies and a great initiative by the Co-op. I have noticed when I am in Suffolk 

that the Co-ops have a local produce section and I visit it whenever I can.” 

 


